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Casereport

KUKA Roboter GmbH
Important milestone reached when introducing an XML-based editorial system
With its development and service companies, KUKA Roboter GmbH in Augsburg is the leading manufacturer of robots for the Eu-

ropean automotive industry. More than 40,000 high-performance, networkable KUKA robots are currently in use around the world. 

Every year, more than 6,000 employees from KUKA's major customers undergo training at the KUKA College in Augsburg where 

they learn how to operate and maintain modern industrial robots.

The KIM (KUKA Information Management) project focuses on the creation, 

management and publication of standard documentation, data sheets, 

specifi cations, product catalogs, training materials, tutorials and operating 

manuals.

The intention is to come up with an "integrated documentation concept" 

based on a high-performance, XML-based editorial system. The system 

should make it possible to generate user- and task-oriented documentation 

for specifi c orders in both paper and electronic form. KUKA opted for the 

Noxum Publishing Studio.

The objectives of the project
To introduce a media-neutral, XML- and database-supported editorial • 

and publication system as part of a software development and integration 

project.

To rationalize the way in which product documentation is produced and • 

revised and to put in place an organized system for fi ling and structuring 

this documentation.

To optimize the quality of the product information as regards its consis-• 

tency, completeness and relevance.

To create and fi le the documents in a structured manner on the basis of the • 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) XML standard, with a view to ensur-

ing the reusability of data and the very highest level of media neutrality.

To make the XML-structured documents available for other company ap-• 

plications via the editorial system's database interfaces and to ensure that 

content can be used on multiple occasions.

"Our decision to produce publications with XML and SVG was the right 

one. It has allowed us to put in place an efficient process for technical 

documentation."

Christian Jarc, information center team leader, KUKA Roboter GmbH
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The product requirements
The following criteria were taken into account when selecting the product:

All functions within the editorial system, e.g. producing documents, • 

managing and structuring large document quantities, should be as user-

friendly as possible.

The system should allow user-friendly access to the data in the database • 

(e.g. texts, graphics, images) and the corresponding metadata.

It should be possible to use the XML standard as specifi ed by the • 

W3C for all processes involved in producing, structuring and managing 

documents.

The system components should have a modular structure and be ex-• 

changeable in order to allow for technical upgrades.

The product, project confi guration and individual development should be • 

clearly segregated.

It should provide a quick and easy way of producing product- and user-• 

specifi c documentation in a variety of forms (paper/online documents) 

from the structured document modules in the database.

It should manage multilingual documentation clearly and allow links to • 

external translation providers.

The solution
Having evaluated a number of high-performance systems in detail, KUKA 

fi nally opted for the XML-based Noxum Publishing Studio editorial system. 

The project was commissioned in March 2003 and began with a pilot system 

for the documentation department at KUKA Roboter GmbH. The fi rst phase 

of the project involved depicting the requirements in an individual, KUKA-

specifi c XML document structure. At the same time, work to confi gure the 

associated publication modules began. During this phase of the project, the 

drafts for the MuMaSy research project were analyzed and assessed. Any 

conceptual omissions discovered by Noxum were subsequently rectifi ed by 

changing the MuMaSy scheme accordingly.

In order to ensure cost effectiveness, KUKA Roboter decided to make devel-

oping the MuMaSy scheme a matter of low priority and to base the project on 

a standard DTD developed by Noxum instead.

Progress to date
Within 3 months of adopting the basic DTD developed by Noxum, KUKA 

reached an important milestone in December 2003. Thanks to the Noxum 

Publishing Studio's effi cient workfl ow and versioning concepts, it was now 

possible to create content in the form of reusable units and to generate the 

fi rst publications as PDF and HTMLHelp documents which satisfy KUKA Ro-

boter's quality requirements. 

The vector graphics contained in the documents are maintained in the future 

proof SVG format and managed within the system. The editors have access 

to an easy-to-use system which teaches them how to deal with the problems 

when switching to an XML-based system as they use it. "Drag-and-drop" 

functions and rapid previews make it easier for editors to create XML content 

– something which was met with a thoroughly positive response.

The technical structure of the system
The KUKA Intranet features a central server which is used to manage the 

content modules and document management functions. Rich clients access 

the server via a TCP/IP network link and provide the user interface to the 

document management system.

IT platform/IT technology
Editorial system: Noxum Publishing Studio • 

Software platform: .NET platform from Microsoft• 

Supported standards: CLS, CTS, Webforms, XML, SOAP and WebSer-• 

vice among others

Editorial server operating system: Windows 2000 Server• 

Editorial server web server: Internet Information Server from Microsoft• 

Editorial server database: Microsoft SQL Server 2000• 

XML editor: XMetaL 4 for Active X, integrated into the editorial user • 

interface

Content fi ling format: Validated XML• 


